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Media W A Shockingly Simple
Well, the question was whether or not it w-- the idea that the Taliban would take over was ... BIDEN: Look, I don't think it was a fa-- look, it was a simple choice, George. When the-- when the ...

Is this man fit for office? Doctors say they would be concerned about 'anyone' with Joe Biden's symptoms at age 78 after two brain aneurysms and a heart condition - which are ...
The veteran journalist, who moved to Moscow in 1988, charted the collapse of a superpower. But, he tells his successor, the Gorbachev revolution has been poisoned ...

Jonathan Steele: I came to Russia a political correspondent and left a crime reporter
Another question is whether the international media conveyed the growing disillusionment in the countryside with the incumbent Afghan government and the high levels of corruption. The New York Times, ...

Media lessons from Afghanistan: Look at processes, not just events
President Biden attempted to his explain his administration's decision to stay the course on Afghanistan withdrawal, at times backing up his point with outright falsehoods.

Biden v. Reality: President falsely stated the US has no troops in Syria - when there are 900 - and the Afghan military had 300,000 troops in a series of lies and bungled ...
The seeds of the disintegration of the West s occupation of Afghanistan lay in its ham-fisted and self-serving character, writes KEVIN OVENDEN ...

The war on terror is, was and will be a veil for imperialist expansion
Listen up burger lovers! This &W Canada, the MS Society of Canada, and Christine Sinclair, Olympic gold medalist, all-time leading scorer in international women's soccer, and Canadian women's national ...

MEDIA ALERT - This Thursday, Buy a Teen Burger® and Help Canadians Living with Multiple Sclerosis
The Taliban have never been kind to women who speak up for themselves. Sushmita Banerjee s case was complicated by the fact that she was an Indian and had written about life in Afghanistan. Her book A ...

Essay: She Couldn t Escape the Taliban - On Sushmita Banerjee, author of A Kabuliwala s Bengali Wife
Local Dunkin Donuts are offering another incentive -as if you needed one- to grab coffee and donut on Friday morning. Dunkin

Donuts across Wisconsin are partnering ...

Dunkin Donuts offers sweet surprise for a limited time only
Mohammed El Halabi is accused of stealing relief money and giving it to Hamas for their war effort against Israel. But five years on, the evidence against him looks seriously flawed ...

Has a lone Palestinian aid worker been falsely accused of the biggest aid money heist in history?
many also find that as their lives move beyond the simple receipt of a Form W-2, they get less comfortable responding to the tax software questions completely and accurately. And, as peoples

lives ...

MEDIA ALERT ̶ When is it time to turn your tax preparation over to a professional?
A glittering dress and a fisherman s net are two sides of an endangered human art.

A Woven World Review: Tracing a Stitch in Time
Critics call possibility of a third shot for everyone a "moral scandal" and short-sighted with other countries still unvaccinated ...

Is a COVID booster protection, or profiteering?
Before we answer the question of should you do burpees every day, let's have a quick (promise!) history lesson. According to Alexis Dreiss, a NASM CPT and certified functional strength coach, Burpee

s ...

Should You Do Burpees Every Day? A Trainer Weighs In
The Kenyan government is refusing to treat Kenyans as adults capable of dealing with the complexity of the world.

What is the value of a Kenyan life?
This week s Cup title game in Phoenix showed the potential of in-season tournaments in the NBA and other leagues.

The WNBA Commissioner s Cup Offers American Sports A Roadmap For In-Season Tournaments
Despite their higher risk of chronic kidney disease, people with hypertension or diabetes usually are not given a simple test for protein in the urine ...

Skipping simple urine test leaves high-risk groups with untreated kidney disease
The Fujitsu UH-X is the world's lightest laptop at just 878 grams and comes with 11th gen Intel i5 processor. Learn more about it in our Fujitsu UH-X Review.

Fujitsu UH-X Review: A Feather in the Laptop Nest
NY Jets receiver Denzel Mims says he had a MISERABLE offseason ... spending a large portion of it vomiting and losing weight amid a violent battle with food poisoning. The 23-year-old -- a second-roun ...

NFL s Denzel Mims Says He Lost 20 Pounds In Violent Battle W/ Food Poisoning
The death of Matt Hoyt, owner of Starlite, filmmaker, musician, artist and collaborator left the local creative community shocked and saddened. "Matt readily convened groups and offered support, ...

Artists, Foodies And Musicians Mourn The Loss Of A San Diego Creative Great
Because traditional M&A valuation has long fallen short in appraisal litigation, courts would do well to select a new model that extends forecast periods to make assumptions more explicit and ...
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